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ABSTRACT
Background: Outcome reporting bias (ORB) in
randomised trials has been identified as a threat to the
validity of systematic reviews. Previous work
highlighting this problem is limited to considering a
single primary review outcome. The aim of this study
was to assess ORB across all efficacy outcomes in the
Cochrane systematic reviews of cystic fibrosis.
Methods: Systematic reviews of interventions for
cystic fibrosis published on the Cochrane Library by
the Cochrane Cystic Fibrosis and Genetic Disorders
Group before 2010 were assessed for discrepancies in
outcomes between review protocol and full review.
ORB in eligible trials was also assessed for all efficacy
review outcomes. Two authors independently classified
each outcome using a nine-point classification system
developed by the Outcome Reporting Bias In Trials
study. These classifications were used to inform the
assessment of the risk of bias for selective outcome
reporting for each trial.
Results: –46 Cochrane cystic fibrosis systematic
reviews were included. The median number of primary
outcomes, number of trials and participants per trial in
the reviews were 3 (IQR 2, 3), 4 (IQR 2, 8) and 21
(IQR 14, 41), respectively. 18 reviews (39%, 18/46)
had a discrepancy in outcomes between protocol and
full review. 37 reviews were eligible to be included in
the ORB assessment. When considering review
primary outcomes and all review outcomes, ORB was
suspected in at least one trial in 86% and 100%,
respectively.
Conclusions: Assessment of ORB within a systematic
review of a single primary outcome underestimates the
risk of ORB in comparison to the assessment of
multiple primary and secondary outcomes. ORB in
trials is highly prevalent within systematic reviews of
cystic fibrosis when assessed across all outcomes.
This could be reduced by the development of a core
outcome set for trials and systematic reviews in cystic
fibrosis.

BACKGROUND
The value of systematic reviews in establish-
ing an evidence base is widely acknowledged
with well-conducted systematic reviews of ran-
domised controlled trials (RCTs) being
placed at the top of the hierarchy of evi-
dence.1 It is essential, when conducting

systematic reviews, to consider the potential
for bias and its impact on the review conclu-
sions. Bias may be induced through the deci-
sions and actions of the authors of the
included clinical trials or systematic review
authors.
Bias in a systematic review is frequently

considered in relation to limitations of the
search strategy. However, bias may also occur,
for example, when outcomes are added,
omitted or changed after a systematic review
protocol is published if the decision to
deviate from the protocol is based on the sig-
nificance of the results. A study of an unse-
lected cohort of Cochrane reviews revealed
that over a fifth (64/288) of the protocol/

ARTICLE SUMMARY

Article focus
▪ Assessment of discrepancies in outcome selec-

tion between systematic review protocols and full
reviews.

▪ Assessment of outcome reporting bias (ORB) at
the outcome level across all efficacy systematic
review outcomes.

▪ Assessment of the risk of bias of a trial from
selective outcome reporting within a systematic
review.

Key messages
▪ Assessment of ORB within a systematic review

of a single primary outcome underestimates the
risk of ORB in comparison to the assessment of
multiple primary and secondary outcomes.
Clearer guidance is needed on how to assess the
risk of bias as a result of selective outcome
reporting for each included trial within a system-
atic review, when considering multiple
outcomes.

▪ The development of a core outcome set in cystic
fibrosis (CF) would help reduce the problem of
ORB.

Strengths and limitations of this study
▪ This is the first study to consider the assessment

of ORB in all efficacy review outcomes. However,
this is limited to reviews of CF.
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review pairings showed some discrepancy in at least one
outcome measure with just 6% (4/64) describing the
reason for the change in the review.2 Results also indi-
cated that outcomes promoted from primary to second-
ary between the protocol and the review were more
likely to report statistically significant meta-analysis
results in comparison to reviews where there was no dis-
crepancy in outcome specification with the review proto-
col (relative risk 1.66 95% CI (1.10 to 2.49), p=0.02).
Systematic reviews are only as valid as the trials they

contain,3 and consequently much effort is given to asses-
sing the risk of bias within the trials identified by asses-
sing their methodological quality. However, it is also
important to consider the content of trial reports in an
assessment of bias. Outcome reporting bias (ORB)
within an RCT is defined as the result-based selection of
a subset of the original outcomes for publication.4–6 In a
systematic empirical assessment of Cochrane reviews
within which a single review primary outcome could be
identified,7 ORB was suspected in at least one RCT in
more than a third of the systematic reviews that were
examined (35%). This study may have underestimated
this problem as review primary outcomes are chosen
according to their clinical importance and are more
likely to have been measured and reported in trials.
Therefore, there is concern regarding the prevalence
and impact of ORB in reviews, where multiple primary
outcomes are specified, or in secondary outcomes.
Systematic reviews in cystic fibrosis (CF) are charac-

terised by inclusion of small randomised trials specifying
multiple primary outcomes. Reporting standards for
trials of CF have also been shown to be low when com-
paring trial reports with the Consolidated Standards of
Reporting Trails (CONSORT) statement.8 The aims of
this current study were to:
1. Examine the potential for bias created by review

authors by identifying inconsistencies between out-
comes published in review protocols and in the asso-
ciated published reviews.

2. Determine the prevalence of ORB in trials in system-
atic reviews of CF, extending previous work by consid-
ering all review efficacy outcomes (multiple primary
and secondary).

3. Assess the risk of bias of trials from selective outcome
reporting when considering review primary outcomes
only in comparison to all review outcomes.

METHODS
A cohort of systematic reviews published by the
Cochrane Cystic Fibrosis and Genetic Disorders (CFGD)
group on the Cochrane Library before 2010 were identi-
fied.9 Reviews were eligible for inclusion if they com-
pared interventions for CF and identified one or more
eligible RCTs. RCTs that had been excluded (in the
‘characteristics of excluded studies’ section) were also
checked for any suggestion of ORB. For example, if a
review had excluded trials as a result of ‘no relevant

outcome data (NROD)’, then these trials were also scru-
tinised for the presence of ORB and included in the
assessment.

Changes in outcomes between systematic review protocol
and full review—review level
The numbers of primary and secondary outcomes per
review were compared with the recommendations for
the number of outcomes (no more than three primary
outcomes and a limited number of secondary outcomes)
to include in a review in the Cochrane Handbook.10 If a
review did not distinguish between primary and second-
ary outcomes, the first three outcomes listed were taken
to be the primary outcomes and the rest were consid-
ered as secondary outcomes. Protocols of the systematic
reviews were accessed and outcomes stated in the proto-
col were compared with those stated in the full review.
Changes in outcomes were identified and categorised by
one author (KD) as: primary outcome downgraded to
secondary (downgrade); secondary outcome upgraded to
primary (upgrade); a new outcome not stated in the
protocol was added to the full review (addition) or an
outcome stated in the protocol was omitted from the
full review (omission). If there had been a change in out-
comes, the section ‘changes between protocol and
review’ was examined for a declaration and explanation
of the changes.

Assessing trial reports for full ORB—outcome level
For each eligible systematic review, all reports relating to
included studies and studies excluded due to no rele-
vant outcome data were obtained. Reviews were checked
to see whether review authors had contacted trialists for
further information or data for outcomes. Where this
was not clear in the review, the review authors were
asked to clarify.
A nine-point classification system (table 1) developed

for missing or incomplete outcome reporting in rando-
mised trials was used to make an assessment of the risk of
bias.7 Table 1 also provides examples of outcomes that
were not assessed because they had poor outcome defini-
tions. An outcome matrix (table 2) was created for each
review using the Outcome Reporting Bias In Trials
(ORBIT) matrix generator (http://ctrc.liv.ac.uk/orbit/),
with studies listed in the rows and review primary and sec-
ondary outcomes listed in the columns with the ORBIT
classifications (table 1) given for each review outcome that
was not fully reported (eg, not reported or partially
reported p>0.05).
The outcomes listed or detailed in the Method section

and the outcomes reported in the results section were
compared for all trial publications to determine whether
each outcome of the systematic review was measured
and analysed. In some instances, it may be obvious that
an outcome was measured given the other outcomes
reported. For example, if cause-specific mortality is
reported, then overall mortality must have been mea-
sured, even if not reported. In other situations, it may
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Table 1 ORBIT classifications

Primary outcome

classifications

Secondary outcome

classifications

Classifications Description

Level of

reporting

Level of

suspicion of

ORB

Number of trials

(percentage overall)†

Number of trials

(percentage overall)*

Clear that the outcome was measured and analysed

A States outcome analysed but only reported that result not

significant (typically stating p>0.05).

Partial High risk 75 (6.6%) 12 (1.8%)

B States outcome analysed but only reported that result

significant (typically stating p<0.05).

Partial Low risk 13 (1.1%) 2 (0.3%)

C States outcome analysed but insufficient data presented to

be included in meta-analysis or to be considered to be fully

tabulated

Partial Low risk 53 (4.7%) 15 (2.2%)

D States outcome analysed but no results reported None High risk 0 (0) 0 (0)

Clear that the outcome was measured

E Clear that outcome was measured but not necessarily

analysed

None High risk 59 (5.2%) 26 (3.9%)

F Clear that outcome was measured but not necessarily

analysed

None Low risk 110 (9.7%) 15 (2.2%)

Unclear that the outcome was measured

G Not mentioned but clinical judgement says likely to have

been measured and analysed

None High risk 195 (17.1%) 197 (29.4%)

H Not mentioned but clinical judgement says unlikely to have

been measured

None Low risk 141 (12.4%) 256 (38.2%)

Clear that the outcome was NOT measured

I Clear that outcome was not measured N/A No risk 0 (0) 0 (0)

The ORBIT classifications for review primary outcomes for the 280 RCTs. For the 12 reviews where reviewer input was obtained, classifications for 64 included trials for review secondary
outcomes are also shown.
*The denominator used is the total number of data points expected if all 280 eligible trials reported on all review primary outcomes in the 37 reviews (ie, the number of review primary outcomes
multiplied by the number of trials within the review for all reviews. This does not include the 102 trials where we were unable to assess primary outcomes).
†The denominator used is the total number of data points expected if all 64 trials reported on all review secondary outcomes in the 12 reviews (ie, the number of review secondary outcomes
multiplied by the number of trials within the review for all reviews. This does not include the 59 trials where we were unable to assess secondary outcomes).
ORB, Outcome reporting bias; ORBIT, Outcome Reporting Bias In Trials; RCT, randomised controlled trial.
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Table 2 Example of review outcome matrix for 6 of 17 outcomes in a review of prophylactic antistaphylococcal antibiotics for cystic fibrosis20

Study ID

(author, date of

publication)

Review primary outcomes Review secondary outcomes
Other study

outcomes

Lung function

FEV1

Lung function

FVC

Number of people with one or more

isolates of Staphylococcus aureus Growth Survival

Quality of

life

Serum levels of

IgG

Chatfield (1991) (A)* (A)* (H)†

Schlesinger (1984) (H)‡ (H)‡ (C)§ (H)†

Stutman (2002) (H)†

Weaver (1994) (H)‡ (H)‡ (C)§ (H)†

*Reasons for A classifications: ‘no significant difference’ reported in the text.
†Reason for H classifications for quality of life: clinical judgement says it is unlikely to have been measured in these trials.
‡Reason for H classifications for lung function tests: both trials involve young children and these tests are not usually carried out on young children.
§Reason for C classifications for Growth: trial reports give means but no SDs and also present the data in a graph.

Indicates full reporting of results for treatment comparison of interest.

Indicates no reporting.

Indicates partial reporting.

FEV, forced expiratory volume; FVC, forced vital capacity.
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hat a battery of tests or measurements are usually under-
taken together, for example, forced expiratory volume in
1 s (FEV1), forced vital capacity (FVC) and forced
expiratory flow (FEF25–75; average expired flow over the
middle half of the FVC manoeuvre). FEV1 is the
outcome most often considered for lung function due
to its validity and repeatability and it is the outcome
most understood by clinicians. However, the device used
to measure FEV1 also measures the majority of other
lung function outcomes. Therefore, if FEV1 was
reported in a trial, it was assumed that other lung func-
tion outcomes were also measured but not necessarily
analysed (classification F) unless they were specifically
stated as an outcome in the trial report. However, if
FEV1 was not reported but other lung function out-
comes were, then an E classification was given to FEV1
as suspicion would be raised that the latter may have
been selectively not reported. This was decided after dis-
cussion with clinical experts.
However, it is often difficult to assess whether an

outcome was measured, and clinical judgement is
required. The clinical lead for each review was contacted
by email and asked for their input into the assessment
of selective outcome reporting within the trials included

in their review. An assessment of whether the review out-
comes had been measured and reported within each
trial using the classification system was completed. The
clinical lead for the review and KD independently
assessed the trials in the review and any disagreements
were resolved through discussion and then checked with
a third person ( JJK or PRW).

Assessment of risk of bias for selective outcome
reporting—trial level
If one or more of the outcomes for a trial was given a
high-risk classification according to table 1, the trial was
deemed to be at high risk of bias from selective reporting.

Analysis
Descriptive results are presented. The median and IQR
for the number of review primary and secondary out-
comes were calculated.
Data are tabulated and excerpts found in the trial

reports relating to review outcomes are used to support
decisions made regarding ORBIT classifications and the
assessment of risk of bias.

Table 3 Changes in outcomes between review protocol and publication

Total number of outcomes included in the review (Median, IQR, range)

Primary

outcomes

Secondary

outcomes

3 (IQR 2, 3 and

range 1, 8)

7 (IQR 5, 9 and

range 2, 13)

Reviews with any discrepancy in outcomes between

protocol and full review

Protocol distinguished

outcomes (n=37)*

14 (38%)

Protocol did not

distinguish outcomes

(n=9)†

4 (44%)

Reviews which have upgraded at least one outcome

from secondary in the protocol to primary in the full

review (number of outcomes; minimum per review;

maximum per review)

Protocol distinguished

outcomes (n=37)*

3 (8%) (3 outcomes)

Protocol did not

distinguish outcomes

(n=9)†

0

Reviews which have downgraded at least one outcome

from primary in the protocol to secondary in the full

review (number of outcomes; minimum per review;

maximum per review)

Protocol distinguished

outcomes (n=37)*

9 (24%)

(16 outcomes; min 1, max 5)

Protocol did not

distinguish outcomes

(n=9)†

1 (11%)

(2 outcomes)

Reviews which have added a new outcome in the full

review which was not included in the protocol (number

of outcomes; minimum per review; maximum per

review)

Protocol distinguished

outcomes (n=37)*

2 (5%)

(3 outcomes)

2 (5%)

(4 outcomes; min

1, max 3)

Protocol did not

distinguish outcomes

(n=9)†

1(11%)

(1 outcome)

2 (22%)

(2 outcomes)

Reviews which have excluded an outcome from the full

review which was included in the protocol (number of

outcomes; minimum per review; maximum per review)

Protocol distinguished

outcomes (n=37)*

2 (5%)

(10 outcomes;

min 1, max 9)

3 (8%)

(5 outcomes; min

1; max 2)

Protocol did not

distinguish outcomes

(n=9)†

0 0

*Protocol distinguished primary from secondary outcomes.
†Protocol did not distinguish primary from secondary outcomes.
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RESULTS
The CFGD group had 46 CF systematic reviews pub-
lished as of 2010.

Changes in outcomes between systematic review protocol
and full review—review level
Protocols were available for all 46 systematic reviews.
Nine protocols (20%) did not distinguish between
primary and secondary outcomes. Table 3 shows the
median number of primary and secondary outcomes for
the 46 reviews and the changes in outcomes between
protocol and full review.
Eighteen reviews (39%, 18/46) had a discrepancy in

outcomes between a protocol and a full review. Between
a review protocol and a full review, five (28%) listed all
changes, two (11%) listed some changes and 11 reviews
(61%) did not mention any change in outcomes. Of the
seven reviews that described the changes between a
protocol and a full review, three provided no reason for
the changes, two stated that the changes in recommen-
dations in the Cochrane Handbook to have a maximum
of three primary outcomes were the reason for down-
grading outcomes and two reviews stated that they
added clinically relevant outcomes that were discovered
during the review process.

Assessing trial reports for full ORB—outcome level
Of the 46 published reviews, 38 were eligible to be
assessed for ORB (figure 1).
One review was excluded at this stage as the outcomes

could not be assessed for ORB due to the different ways
in which the outcome definitions could be measured
and reported. The primary outcomes were psychosocial
outcomes, which included any objective measure with
adequate psychometric properties and demonstrable
reliability and validity quantifying psychological or social
outcomes or both, including individual psychological
adjustment, relational, social functioning and adaptation
to life with CF.
Therefore, 37 reviews were assessed for ORB, includ-

ing 280 RCTs (278 included and 2 excluded due to no
relevant outcome data but confirmed by review authors
that they would have otherwise been included). The
median number of trials per review was 4 (IQR 2, 8)
and there was a median sample size of 21 (IQR 14, 41)
per trial.
Review authors contacted trialists for missing outcome

data in 33 reviews (89%); one stated that ‘trialists were
not contacted but would be in updates of the review’
and 3 reviews did not state if trialists were contacted for
further data.
The lead authors of 12 reviews assessed the included

trials and gave classifications for each outcome. For 13
reviews, authors gave input on which outcomes they
expected to be measured for trials in their review and
which outcomes they expected to be measured in
routine clinical practice but did not classify each

outcome due to time restrictions. The authors of 12
reviews did not respond to our request.
For the 12 reviews where the authors assigned classifi-

cations, discussion was needed on all outcomes to come
to an agreed classification. For the other 25 reviews, it
was difficult to assign a classification to all outcomes as
some outcomes needed a large amount of clinical input
to understand the outcome and language used to
describe the outcomes within the trial reports. Owing to
the number and complexity of outcomes and lack of
reviewer input on the majority of reviews, it was decided
that the assessment of all primary outcomes listed in the
full review that were well-defined should take priority.
Many outcomes were also split into suboutcomes or ill-
defined to maximise the ability of a trial to contribute
data to the review.
The ORBIT classifications for the review primary out-

comes for the 280 RCTs are shown in table 1. For the 12
reviews where reviewer input was obtained, classifications
for 64 included trials for review secondary outcomes are
also shown in table 1. Eligible trials within the reviews
fully reported 383 (33.7%) review primary outcomes
and 125 (18.7%) review secondary outcomes. In add-
ition to the classifications in table 1, a ‘G, no events’ clas-
sification (eg, mortality, where clinical judgement says
that it is likely to have been measured and it would have
been reported had any deaths occurred. Therefore, it is
assumed no deaths occurred during the trial) was given
to eligible trials within the reviews for 109 (9.5%) review
primary outcomes and 22 (3.3%) review secondary out-
comes. Owing to limited reviewer input or the lack of a
standard definition, we were unable to assess outcomes
(including: adverse events, symptoms, complications,
biochemical measures of glycaemic control, symptoms of
sleep disordered breathing and measures of specific
indices of strength, mass, effort and general fatigue) for
102 trials for review primary outcomes and 59 trials for
review secondary outcomes.

Assessment of risk of bias from selective outcome
reporting—trial level
Eighteen reviews (49%) had not yet assessed the risk of
bias for selective outcome reporting as although the
Cochrane guidance on the risk of bias was introduced in
2008 and the cut-off for this study was the beginning of
2010, these reviews were still to be updated. Seventeen
reviews (46%) had assessed the risk of bias for all
included trials and two reviews (5%) assessed this for
some of their included trials.
As we were unable to assess secondary outcomes for

ORB for all reviews, the risk of bias assessments were
made based on classifications of primary outcomes in
order to be consistent across reviews. Only five (14%) of
the 37 reviews had no trials at high risk of bias based on
the review primary outcomes only. Table 4 shows the risk
of bias for selective outcome reporting as defined in this
study and also as assessed within the published reviews
for the 280 trials assessed for ORB based on the
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consideration of review primary outcomes only. It was
found that 69% of trials had either not been assessed
for selective reporting or were assessed as an unclear
risk.Table 5 shows the risk of bias for selective outcome
reporting based on the consideration of review primary
and secondary outcomes separately for the 12 reviews
(64 trials) where reviewers also provided classifications.
This was to see if decisions regarding risk of bias would
change if we considered all outcomes. Only four (6%)
of the 64 RCTs had a low risk of bias when considering
all outcomes.
Discrepancies in the risk of bias when considering all

outcomes arose in 34 (53%) trials; 31 were at low risk
when considering review primary outcomes only but at a
high risk of bias (excluding G classifications: 13, G classi-
fication only: 18) when considering all outcomes; 3 were

at high risk (G classifications only) when considering
review primary outcomes only but high risk (excluding
G classifications) when considering all outcomes. This
often occurred in reviews where there was only one or
two primary outcomes and a large number of secondary
outcomes.
Based on all review outcomes, none of the 12 reviews

had all included trials at a low risk of bias (table 6 ).

DISCUSSION
This is the first study to consider all review efficacy out-
comes in an ORB assessment which has allowed us to
make practical recommendations on assessing the risk of
bias of selective reporting for systematic reviews at both
the review and trial levels. Over a third of the Cochrane

Figure 1 Study flow diagram.
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CF reviews (39%) examined had a discrepancy in out-
comes between the review protocol and full review. This
compares with 22% of reviews (64/288) that contained
a discrepancy in at least one outcome measure in the
main ORBIT study which looked at reviews covering all
50 Cochrane review groups.2 However, this is con-
founded by the different publication date ranges of the
reviews (assessed as up to date between 2006 and 2009).
Furthermore, for the CF reviews, ORB was suspected in
at least one RCT in 86% of reviews when considering all
review primary outcomes. When only a single primary
outcome was considered, the prevalence of reviews con-
taining at least one trial with a high suspicion of ORB
from ORBIT was substantially lower at 34% (96/283).7

While this study is limited only to CF trials, it is clear
that the problem of ORB is much larger when consider-
ing more than just the single primary review outcome of
importance that was used in the ORBIT study.
A study by von Mosch and Dwan8 that compared the

reporting in trial reports of CF to the CONSORT state-
ment found that from a maximum of 57 points available,
the scores rose from a median of 17.5 (IQR 15.5–24.5)
in 1994 to a median of 32 (IQR 22.8–41.5) in 2008.
Along with the current study, this also indicates that
there is still room for improvement in the reporting of
outcomes.
Use of the ORBIT classification system offered a

robust methodology for assessing the risk of bias for
trials included within a systematic review. When consid-
ering the 64 trials in the 12 reviews where it was possible
to assess both primary and secondary outcomes, when

basing the risk of bias assessment on review primary out-
comes, 45% of trials were at high risk of bias and when
using all outcomes in the assessment, 94% were at a
high risk of bias. Using the current selective reporting
item of the current Cochrane risk of bias tool, 69% of
trials included in CF reviews were assessed by reviewers
as showing an ‘unclear’ risk of bias or not assessed at all,
indicating the need for more informed guidance on
assigning risk of bias in the systematic review process for
all outcomes within a review.
The ORBIT classification system has already been vali-

dated as part of the original project. Sensitivity results for
predicting that the outcome had been measured
(G-classification) were 92% (23/25, 95% CI 81% to
100%), while the specificity for predicting that the
outcome had not been measured (H-classification) was
77% (23/30, 95% CI 62% to 92%). With the additional
requirement to assess all outcomes in this project, there
was an increasing number of outcomes that were not men-
tioned in the trials reports, and therefore clinical judge-
ment was needed as to whether the outcome of interest
was likely to have been measured in a particular trial.
Many review authors did not respond to our request to
provide classifications (68%), but for those with no
response, we did obtain clinical input for the primary
outcome from within the CFGD group. Although we
cannot exclude the possibility of response bias, it is quite
likely that the decision to respond was influenced by time
commitments rather than review characteristics. However,
these assessments will be provided to the review authors
when their review is due to be updated.

Table 4 Risk of bias of RCTs based on review primary outcomes only

As assessed in review

High

risk Low risk

Unclear risk/not

assessed Total

As assessed in this study on the

primary outcomes of the review only

High risk excluding G 10 18 50 78 (28%)

High risk (based on G

classifications only)

3 17 64 84 (30%)

Low risk 14 24 80 118 (42%)

Total 27 (10%) 59 (21%) 194 (69%) 280

Note that ‘As assessed in this study on the primary outcomes of the review only’ is split into three categories: high risk excluding G; high risk
(based on G classifications only) and low risk. This is because G classifications, although having a high risk of bias, are subjective as they are
given based on clinical judgement only when there are no details mentioned in the trial report. However, as shown in the original ORBIT study
(Kirkham et al 7), the sensitivity and specificity of assigning G and H classifications was high.

Table 5 Risk of bias of randomised controlled trials based on review primary and secondary outcomes

Risk of bias based on review primary outcomes only

Total

High risk

excluding G

High risk (based on G

classifications only) Low risk

Risk of bias based on

review primary and

secondary outcomes

High risk excluding G 13 3 13 29 (45%)

High risk (based on G

classifications only)

0 13 18 31 (49%)

Low risk 0 0 4 4 (6%)

Total 13 (20%) 16 (25%) 35 (55%) 64
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Reviewers should ensure that changes between protocol
and reviews are listed and justifications provided to
enhance the validity of these decisions. Eligible trials should
not be excluded on the basis of ‘No relevant outcome data’
because although an outcome was not reported, it may
have been measured and contact with the authors is
advised. Reviewers should be encouraged to consider trials
that have not reported an outcome of interest and to assess
whether selective reporting has occurred for all review out-
comes. They should consider the amount of missing data
from their meta-analysis (ie, the percentage of the sample
sizes of the studies that were included compared with those
that would have been eligible to be included in the
meta-analysis but no outcome data were reported), and this
information should be included along with the pooled
effect estimate. If appropriate, a sensitivity analysis should
be applied to assess the robustness of the conclusions of the
review, such as an imputation approach,11 the Copas bound
for maximum bias12–14 or a model based correction.15

Individuals conducting systematic reviews need to
address explicitly the issue of missing outcome data for
their review to be considered a reliable source of evidence.
Extra care is required during data extraction; reviewers
should identify when a trial reports that an outcome was
measured but no results were reported or events observed,
and contact with trialists should be encouraged.
Contacting authors is encouraged by CRG and is standard
practice within CFGD reviews, which is reflected in our
results, as 89% of reviews stated that they contacted
authors for extra information on outcomes.
It is recommended that review authors ensure that

they limit the number of outcomes in the review and

define them clearly as this will allow easier assessments
of selective reporting, which can be done during data
extraction of the included trials as long as a knowledge-
able clinical person is involved. Lung function was speci-
fied as the first primary outcome in nineteen reviews
(50%), as the second or third primary outcome in 11
reviews (29%), as a secondary outcome in six reviews
(16%) and it was not included as an outcome in only
one review (5%). However, as discussed earlier, lung
function can be measured in different ways (FEV1, FVC,
mid-FEF, peak expiratory flow rate, residual volume, total
lung capacity, Lung clearance index and maximum
expiratory flow.) These outcomes can then be analysed
and reported in different ways such as: percentage pre-
dicted, litres, litres/second and post-treatment, absolute
change from baseline, relative change from baseline or
annual rate of change. Therefore, there is a large scope
for selective reporting. One solution is the development
of a core outcome set for CF.16–18

Unanswered questions and future research
Work is needed to consider what the best method is to assess
the impact of ORB on the results of the meta-analysis when
there are multiple outcomes. Multivariate meta-analysis has
been suggested by Kirkham et al19 and a model based cor-
rection has been suggested by Copas et al.15

CONCLUSION
Systematic reviews need to clearly state the primary and
secondary outcomes that they will consider and be con-
sistent between review protocol and full review.

Table 6 Risk of bias table for selective outcome reporting.10

Selective outcome reporting

Are reports of the study free of suggestion of selective outcome reporting? (Short form: Free of selective reporting?)
Criteria for a judgement of ‘YES’ (ie, low

risk of bias).

Any of the following:

▸ The study protocol is available and all of the study’s prespecified (primary

and secondary) outcomes that are of interest in the review have been

reported in the prespecified way

▸ The study protocol is not available but it is clear that the published reports

include all expected outcomes, including those that were prespecified

(convincing text of this nature may be uncommon)

Criteria for the judgement of ‘NO’ (ie, high

risk of bias).

Any one of the following:

▸ Not all of the study’s prespecified primary outcomes have been reported

▸ One or more primary outcomes are reported using measurements, analysis

methods or subsets of the data (eg, subscales) that were not prespecified

▸ One or more reported primary outcomes were not prespecified (unless clear

justification for their reporting is provided, such as an unexpected adverse

effect)

▸ One or more outcomes of interest in the review are reported incompletely so

that they cannot be entered in a meta-analysis

▸ The study report fails to include results for a key outcome that would be

expected to have been reported for such a study

Criteria for the judgement of ‘UNCLEAR’

(uncertain risk of bias). ▸ Insufficient information to permit judgement of ‘Yes’ or ‘No’. It is quite likely

that the majority of studies will fall into this category
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ORB is a major problem for systematic reviews and
more guidance needs to be included in the Cochrane
handbook to allow assessment of this important item
within the risk of bias tool. We recommend that an
outcome matrix be completed during the production of
a review to allow an ORB assessment for all review out-
comes which can then inform the risk of bias
assessment.
A core set of outcomes should be agreed upon for CF,

which in turn will have a positive impact on systematic
reviews. As future trials are conducted, they should spe-
cifically set out to measure and report these outcomes,
thereby reducing the prevalence of selective reporting.
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